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Abstract 
The field of system identification can 
be described as more of 
an art than a science in that it requi
res a good deal of engineering 
judgement, because the mathematical tools are not
 particularly well 
developed. However, the potential is 
there for describing highly 
complex physical systems very accurate
ly with simplified models. 
Therefore, more work is needed devel
oping these tools and it is 
hoped that this work is a step in that 
direction. 
Identification of the unknown aerody
namic parameters of a 
nonlinear empirical model for jet engine fan flu
tter is attempted. 
This is done using the quasilineari
zation algorithm along with 
experimental data obtained from 
NASA Lewis Research Center. 
Although the model has been shown to a
gree qualitatively with the 
flutter phenomenon, no parameters coul
d be found to yield acceptable 
quantitative agreement. This was due 
to a low sampling rate and 
lack of knowledge of the model's initia
l states. 
However, some insight was gained in
to what controls the 
success or failure of the identificat
ion algorithm. Specifically, 
it is found that the sensitivity of the
 model to parameter changes 
affects the convergence properties. 
Methods are then proposed for 
computing and manipulating the sensitiv
ty, with the hope that they 
will be useful in future problems. 
1 
Nomenclature 
Al wake-oscillator ne
gative damping coefficien
t 
A2 wake-oscillator po
sitive damping coefficien
t 
A3 wake-oscillator na
tural frequency 
A4 wake-oscillator co
upling coefficient 
A amplitude of waves
 in flutter mode shape 
n 
B blade Mechanical d
amping coefficient 
c flow variable 
C observation matrix
 
C Fourier coefficien
t 
n 
D displacement signa
l received by optical sen
sor 
E engine rotational 
speed (135.32 rps) 
f nonlinear function 
j quasilinearization itera
tion number 
J Jacobian matrix 
k parameter vector 
m number of states m
easured 
M blade mass 
n dimension of state
 vector 
~ number of fan blad
es 
N number of nodal di
ameters 
n 
Nt total number of no
dal diameters in mode sha
pe 
p particular solutio
n vector 
2 
P cost function, sum of the squared errors 
r dimension of parameter vector 
R perturbation constant 
S matrix of first order sensitivity functions 
t. measurement time 
1 
v velocity state variable 
x displacement state variable 
x state vector 
y output vector 
y(ti) calculated output vector 
y(ti) measured output vector 
yp(ti) perturbed output vector 
z augmented state vector 
a phase angle 
s constant parameter 
6ij elements of homogeneous solution matrix 
i homogeneous solution matrix 
wf flutter frequency 
00 engin~ rotational frequency 
r 
µ constant parameter 
8 angle between blades 
3 
1. Introduction 
In general there are two typ
es of mathematical problems 
encountered when analyzing dynami
c systems. The first is to pred
ict 
the dynamics of a system given 
some mathematical representation 
or 
model. The second is to determin
e the parameters and/or form of t
he 
model given measurements taken
 from the system. In the case 
of 
self-excited vibrations (flutter) of tu
rbomachine compressor fan 
blades, the first problem 
has receiv~d much attention
. 
Specifically, Azizi and Johnson h
ave proposed a model that has be
en 
shown to qualitatively exhibit
 the same dynamics as the flutt
er 
phenomenon [1]. The model is composed 
of a set of coupled nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations a
nd incorporates limit cycles. T
his 
investigation will focus on the 
second problem of determining 
the 
final form and parameters of t
his model, using measurements tak
en 
from an engine running under oper
ating conditions. 
System identification is the 
title given to the group of 
mathematical tools used to solve 
this second problem. If the fo
rm 
of the model is not precisely 
known, or if the measurements 
are 
noisy, the parameters are usually
 determined so they minimize so
me 
cost function such that the dete
rmined model is a 'best fit' to 
the 
given measurements, If the model
 is composed of a set of nonline
ar 
ordinary differential equation
s, as is our case, the parame
ter 
estimation compromises a nonl
inear multipoint boundary va
lue 
4 
problem. One popular system identification
 technique for solving 
this type of problem is quasilinearization. In
 this approach, the 
equations are expressed in state vector for
m and then linearized 
about some guess of the initial state and param
eters. A series of 
linear problems is then solved using the me
asurements as boundary 
conditions. If the initial guess is close 
enough to the true 
solution, the series of linear ones will c
onverge quickly to it, 
Quasilinearization has the additional advantage of not
 requiring 
measurements on all of the states. 
This work will employ quasilinearization, alo
ng with various 
other techniques to determine the best fit p
arameters and form of 
coupling of the Azizi-Johnson model as appl
ied to the first fan 
stage of the compressor section of an FlOO jet engine. Meas
urements 
of the torsional deflection of each fan blade
 were obtained from 
NASA Lewis Research Center. Hopefully, these
 parameters will then 
give this model good quantitative as well as q
ualitative agreement 
with the flutter data. Then the basic prin
ciples included in the 
model, such as the existence of limit cyc
les and interblade 
aerodynamic coupling, could be assumed vali
d, making it a useful 
tool that could be employed in future compresso
r fan designs. 
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2. General Description 
Self-excited vibrations of tur
bomachine compressor fan blades
 
are thought to be induced by
 aeroelasticity and are com
monly 
referred to as aeroelastic ins
tabilities or flutter. All blad
es in 
flutter vibrate at the same
 frequency which is gener
ally a 
nonintegral multiple of engin
e rotational speed. Although i
n some 
cases the blades have been obse
rved to respond either individ
ually 
or in small groups at variou
s similar frequencies, this wo
rk will 
concentrate on the case where 
they all respond simultaneousl
y in a 
coupled structural system mo
de. The vibration frequency o
f this 
response has been observed to d
ecrease with increasing ampl
itude, 
leading Lubomski [2] to hypothesiz
e the existence of an unsteady
 
aerodynamic field with partia
l negative damping. This ma
y also 
explain how the instability c
an be initiated and sustained w
ithout 
any obvious excitation source. 
For system mode flutter to occ
ur, a 
combination of aerodynamic and 
mechanical coupling between bla
des is 
essential. 
If all of the blades had ide
ntical natural frequencies (the 
tuned case), the system mode response 
would be analogous to that of 
a circular plate of circumfe
rential uniformity. Consequent
ly, the 
blade amplitudes would be id
entical and the mode shape i
n the 
angular coordinate would be a
 standing wave, i.e., cos n0, w
here n 
represents the number of nodal 
diameters. In practice, all 
of the 
6 
blade natural frequencies are not ide
ntical (the mistuned case), 
hence their vibration amplitudes diff
er and the mode shape is 
distorted. However, by means of a lim
ited Fourier analysis, the 
mode shape can be represented as a summa
tion of waves: 
(2.1} 
i=l,2, ••• ,Nb, where: Nb = number of bla
des 
8 = 2n/Nb 
{ Nb/2 Nb odd 
M 
= · (Nb.:.!) /2 ~ even 
a.. = phase angle 
1 
x. = displacement . 
1 
The coefficients C then indicate the m
agnitude of each constituent 
. 
n 
waves' contribution to the mode shape. 
In order to effectively monitor flutte
r, NASA Lewis Research 
Center developed the Photo Electric Sca
nning System (PES). This 
system measures the deflection of all
 blades simultaneously by 
capturing light reflected from the blade
 tips with a fiber optics 
sensor mounted in the engine housing. T
he light source is triggered 
as each blade passes the sensor, thus th
e time between subsequent 
blade passes can be measured by referri
ng to the engine rotational 
7 
speed. If the time is 
not constant, the bl
ade is in motion at 
a 
frequency not assoc
iated with engine sp
eed, as is the case 
in 
flutter. The time d
ifference can then be
 resolved into eithe
r 
bending or torsional d
isplacements. 
A digital data record
 obtained from PES i
s utilized in the 
subsequent analys
is. The record con
tains the torsional
 
displacements of all 
38 blades of an F100
 compressor fan for 
72 
revolutions. Since th
e data for each blade 
was sampled at a rate 
of 
lE (lE = 1 x engine rotatio
nal speed= 135.32 Hz), and
 the frequency 
of vibration was abo
ve 7E, obtaining a fre
quency spectrum for e
ach 
blade via Fourier tran
sformation is impract
ical due to the sampli
ng 
theorem. If the dat
a from individual bl
ades were analyzed, t
he 
resulting frequency sp
ectrum would be aliase
d into the range O t
o 
1/2E. However, by r
ecalling that the bla
des respond as a system
, 
all vibrating at the
 same frequency, we 
can obtain an overa
ll 
spectrum for the sys
tem by analyzing dat
a from all of the blad
es 
simultaneously in the 
order which they passe
d the sensor. The ra
te 
at which data is samp
led from the system is 
now equal to the numbe
r 
of blades, i.e., 38E, 
which is high enough t
o prevent aliasing. 
Figure 2.1 gives the r
esulting displacement-
amplitude spectrum. 
Note that several peak
s are present at discr
ete nonintegral engin
e 
order frequencies, a
nd they differ from e
ach other by an integr
al 
number of engine order
s. Each peak correspo
nds to the constitue
nt 
waves of n nodal dia
meters in the overall
 mode shape. The sign
al 
8 
received by a stationary
 sensor is a combination
 of these 
constituent waves and the f
lutter frequency. Kurkov (3] descri
bes 
this mathematically as: 
where: 
N 
D = ~ A cos [ (wf+ (J) N ) t + a. ] L 1 n - rn n n= 
D = displacement signal rece
ived by sensor 
A = amplitude of constituen
t wave 
n 
(J)f = flutter frequency 
(J) fan rotational frequency 
r 
N =no.of nodal diameters i
n constituent waves 
n 
N = total no. of constituen
t waves 
t 
a.= phase angle • 
n 
(2.2) 
Thus, the stationary senso
r views each constituent wave
 shifted by 
± (J)rNn relative to the flutter fre
quency. Consequently, fro
m a 
stationary frame of refere
nce, the constituent waves a
ppear to be 
traveling either back.ward or 
forward, depending on the sig
n of (J) N. r n 
Referring back to figure 2
.1, we can now describe the 
mode shape 
since we know the flutter fre
quency to be 7 .18E (also provided
 by 
NASA Lewis). For example, the pe
ak at 10.18E represents a for
ward 
traveling wave of 3 nodal d
iameters (N = +3), while the peak
 at 
n 
3 .18E represents a backwar
d traveling wave of 4 noda
l diameters 
9 
(N = -4). So in this case
 the flutter mode sh
ape is made up of 
n 
backward and forward t
raveling waves of -4,
 -1, 0, 1, 3, and 4 no
dal 
diameters. 
It should be emphasi
zed that the flutter f
requency cannot be 
determined from a freq
uency spectrum obtaine
d in this manner. F
or 
example, the peak at 7
 .18E is certainly not 
the predominant one, a
nd 
if a O nodal diameter 
wave were not part of
 the overall mode sha
pe, 
it would not even be 
evident. Thus, the fl
utter frequency must 
be 
obtained by other mean
s, i.e., stain gage sp
ectra. However, plo
ts 
such as figure 2 .1 a
re useful not only f
or determining the mo
de 
shape, but the amplitu
de and phase angle di
stributions around t
he 
fan, as well as the 
degree of mistuning pr
esent. Also, Kurkov 
[4] 
has shown that there i
s a net positive cont
ribution to aerodynam
ic 
work near the leadin
g edge of the blades d
uring flutter, primari
ly 
due to modes correspon
ding to forward travel
ing waves. His resu
lts 
were derived utilizin
g the aforementioned
 displacement-amp! itud
e 
spectrum in conjunction with 
pressure-amplitude spe
ctra o·btained by 
analyzing data from 
stationary pressure 
transducers in a simil
ar 
manner. This supports
 Lubomski' s hypothesis
 that negative dampi
ng 
may be present over p
art of the oscillatory
 cycle. This phenomen
on 
can be effectively de
scribed mathematically
 as a nonlinear lim
it 
cycle or relaxation 
oscillation, which w
ill be the basis for th
e 
model presented in the
 next chapter. 
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3. The Model 
Since the. various
 physical mechanis
ms that cause flut
ter are 
still in dispute,
 it would be dif
ficult to derive
 equations 
describing the m
otion analyticall
y. Alternatively
, Azizi and 
Johnson have tak
en an empirical 
approach wherein
 a model is 
formulated that w
ill exhibit the sam
e qualitative beha
vior, and can 
then be 'tuned' to
 give quantitative
 agreement as well
. 
Essentially, the
 model is an exte
nsion of those pro
posed by 
Blevins [5] and other
s to describe the v
ortex induced vibr
ations of 
an elastically m
ounted cylinder in
 a steady flow. 
These models 
generally consist 
of coupled equation
s of the form: 
Mi+ Bi+ K x = f
l(c, &, 6) , 
(3.1) 
c + f2(c)c + f3Cc)c = f
4(x, .i) • 
(3.2) 
where (3.1) is a linea
r, lumped paramete
r equation of motio
n for the 
cylinder and (3.2) is 
a nonlinear wake
-oscillator equati
on that 
describes the va
rying pressure fi
elds induced on th
e cylinder by 
vortex shedding. 
Since the equation
s are empirical in
 nature, any 
unknown paramete
rs are determined 
experimentally. T
he function f2 
or £3 is usually so
me truncated seri
es that can be al
ternatively 
12 
positive or negative, depen
ding on the magnitude of c or 
c. This 
forces both (3.1) and (3.2) to exhib
it stable limit cycle behavior
, 
Azizi and Johnson have exte
nded this. to model the flut
ter 
phenomenon by letting the 1 i
near oscillator (3 .1) represent t
he 
equation of motion of each 
fan blade, and letting the n
onlinear 
wake-oscillator (3,2) represe
nt the aerodynamic and mech
anical 
coupling between blades. F
or a 38 blade FlOO fan, the e
quations 
would be written as: 
c.+ 
1 
M x.+ B i.+K.x.= c.- c 1._1. , 1 1 1 1 1 
(Al. A2 ' 2 ). A3 f( ' A4
) 
+ c. c.+ c.= x,
 x, 
l l l i+l i+l 
f(x, i, A4), 
i i 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
i=l,2, ... ,38, Note that the 
parameters .M, B, Al, A2, A3, 
and A4 are 
assumed constant around the fa
n, and the varying stiffness p
arameter 
(K.) accounts for the non-uniform bl
ade natural frequencies. Sin
ce 
1 
the equation of motion for ea
ch blade defines just one degree of
 
freedom, the model is onl
y capable of representing
 flutter 
associated with either a first-
bending or a first-torsion m
ode. The 
righthand side of (3 ,4), representi
ng the form of coupling betwe
en 
the blade and oscillator equa
tions, is purposely left unde
termined 
to allow flexibility when fi
tting the model to the data. 
The term 
(Al + A2c 2 ) in (3.4) is an energy 
injection/suction term that 
13 
accounts for both positive 
and negative aerodynamic damp
ing in the 
system, with the assumption t
hat Al is less than zero. Th
e presence 
of uniform natural frequenc
ies (A3) in the driving wake-oscilla
tor 
equations will eventually for
ce the blades to vibrate at
 the same 
frequencies, analogous to 
a system mode response. Fo
r certain 
values of the parameters, t
hese equations have demons
trated the 
ability to exhibit a pattern 
of stable limit cycles with n
on-uniform 
amplitudes, similar to wha
t is observed experimentall
y during 
flutter. 
What is left to be determined
 are suitable values for Al,
 A2, 
A3, A4, and the form of co
upling f(x,:i,A4), such that this m
odel 
will give acceptable quantita
tive agreement with the flutt
er data. 
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4. Quasilinearization 
As applied to system ide
ntification, quasilineariza
tion is a 
means of estimating the un
known parameters and initia
l conditions of 
nonlinear ordinary differe
ntial equations by lineariz
ing them about 
some guess of the para
meters and initial con
ditions. Its 
development is due mainl
y to Bellman and Kalaba [6]. T
he form of 
the nonlinear equations mu
st be known a-priori, and t
he parameters 
to be identified are a
ssumed to be constant. 
In addition, 
measurements on all of the
 states are not required,
 assuming the 
system is completely observ
able from the states that 
are measured. 
Convergence of quasilinear
ization is quadratic, as 
with all 
derivative methods. Howev
er, the main disadvantage o
f the procedure 
is that the region of conv
ergence is usually small, s
o modifications 
must be made to increase i
t. Since quasilinearizatio
n is a computer 
time limited approach, thes
e modifications may increas
e the running 
time so much as to mak
e it impractical. Ess
entially, any 
modification that can be u
sed to increase the converg
ence region of 
Newton's method for findi
ng roots of nonlinear algeb
raic equations 
can be applied to quasilin
earization. 
15 
Suppose we have a d
ynamic system descri
bed by the vector 
differential equation:
 
where: 
i: == f(x, k, t) , 
x = n-dimensional stat
e vector, 
k = r-dimensional vec
tor of constant parame
ters, 
f = n-dimensional non
linear function, 
and an m-dimensional o
utput vector, y, defin
ed by: 
where: 
y = C X 
C = (m x n)-dimensional co
nstant observation 
matrix, C -:/:, I in gene
ral. 
(4.1) 
(4 .• 2) 
"' 
Given measurements of 
the output vector, y(t.), i
=l,2, ••• ,N, we want 
1 
to find the best fit 
values of the unknow
n parameters k. The
se 
values will be best 
fit in the sense that 
they minimize the sum 
of 
the squared error betw
een the solution and t
he measurements. N
ote 
that the total number 
of data points= N x m. 
First, we simplify th
e derivation by defin
ing an augmented 
state vector: z
 =[:] , therefore: z =[~ J. 
Thus, (4.1) can be expresse
d as: 
z = f(z,t) • 
(4.3) 
16 
j 
At iteration j, we guess an ini
tial condition z(O) such that: 
,to) -r~(Oj ~ 
j 
giving us a unique solutio
n z(t) to the equation: 
j j 
i = f( z , t) • 
(4.4) 
Prior to iteration j+l, we w
ant to use the measureme
nts y(t.) to 1 
j+l 
solve for z( 0), which will b
e closer to the true z(O). S
ince f is 
non-linear, we will app
roximate it by the first 
term of a Taylor 
j 
series expansion around th
e solution z(t), which is known: 
j+l j+l j j+
l j 
.z = f(z , t) - f(z, t) + J {z - Z J 
+ •••••I (4.5) 
j 
where J is the Jacobian m
atrix evaluated at z an
d t. Equation 
j+l 
(4.5) is now linear in the varia
ble z, and if we define t
he vector: 
j j 
h = f(z ,t) - J z 
we can express (4.5) as: 
j+l j+l 
i =Jz+h. 
(4.6) 
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This is the familiar 'forced
', linear, first order vector or
dinary 
differential equation with solu
tion: 
j+l j+l j+l j+l 
z = I z(O) + p 
(4. 7) 
j+l 
where: i = (n+r)x(n+r)-dimensional
 homogeneous solution matrix, 
j+l 
p = (n+r)-dimensional particular solu
tion vector. 
The homogeneous and particul
ar solutions are defined b
y the 
equations: 
.j+l j+l 
i = J i 
i(O) = I , (4.8) 
j+l j+l j j 
p = J p + f(z, t) - J z I p(O) = 0 
(4.9) 
(see Fratila [7] chapter 5 .7 for solu
tion of vector differential 
j+l 
equations). Also, the vector z 
measurements of the output vec
tors: 
is accessible through the 
where: 
y(t.) 
1 
• 
j+l 
=Cx(t.) 
1. 
C = [C, 0] • 
• j+l 
=Cz(t.) 
1 
i=l,2, ••• ,N , 
We can substitute (4.10) into (4.7) yi
elding: 
• j+l j+l j+l 
= C { i(t.) z(O) + p(t.) } • 
1. 1. 
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(4.10) 
(4.11) 
Since the measu
rements cons
ist of N output 
vectors, (4.11) can 
be 
expressed as a su
mmation: 
A ~ • j+1 
j+1 j+1 
L y( t . ) = L C { i ( t . )
 z ( 0) + p ( t . ) } , 
i=l 
1 i=l 
1 
1 
The above is a li
near algebraic e
quation of the f
orm: 
j+l 
A z(O) = b , 
(4.13) 
where: 
~ • j+l 
A =.z._, Ci (t.), 
i=l 
1 
(4.14) 
N • 
j+l 
b=L{y(t.)-Cp
(t.)}' 
i=l 1 
1 . 
(4.15) 
j+l 
and can be solve
d for z(O) by Gaus
sian elimination
, provided ther
e 
are n+r meas
urements. 
j+l 
Now, the solutio
n z(O) is used as 
an initial gues
s for the 
next iteration 
and the whole pr
ocess is repeate
d. This is contin
ued 
j+l j 
until the differe
nce between z(O) an
d z(O) is sufficie
ntly small, 
i.e., convergenc
e occurs. 
In practice, mo
re than n+r noi
sy measurements
 are used and 
(4.13) is solved via
 linear least sq
uares regression
 (see Graupe [8] 
chapter 5.1). This 
procedure minimi
zes the sum of th
e squared error 
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between the measurements and the solution that wou
ld be generated 
j+l 
using z(O), yielding a best fit to the data. Unfortunatel
y, 
utilizing more than n+r measurements can signific
antly reduce the 
region of convergence. In order to avoid this, Wang
 and Luus [9) 
have proposed using a smaller number of measurement
s for the first 
few iterations, and then increasing that number 
as convergence 
occurs to refine the final estimates. The reader
 should consult 
Kalogerakis and Luus [10) for a survey of the different techniqu
es 
that have been used to increase the convergen
ce region of 
quasilinearization. Thus, the quasilinearization a
lgorithm is as 
follows: 
(1) Formulate a computer program that will solve (4.3),(4.8), 
and (4.9) via numerical integration. 
(2) Fill a vector z(O) with the known initial states as well as 
guesses of the unknown initial states and parameters.
 
j+l j 
(3) Set initial conditions, z(O) 
j+l 
= z(O), ili(O) = I, p(O) = O. 
(4) Integrate (4.3), (4.8), and (4.9) outputting at every 
measurement time (t.), filling the matrix (4.14) and vector 1 . 
(4.15) to a row dimension of at least n+r. 
j+l 
(5) Solve (4,13) for z(O) via Guassian elimination or linear 
least squares regression. 
j+l j 
(6) If' z(O~ - z(Od < (some predet;:ined convergence criteria), 
stop. Otherwise set z{O) = z{O) and go to (3). 
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S. Example Problem 
In order to gain exper
i~nce with the method,
 qnasilinearization 
was used to identify
 the parameters of a
 second order syste
m 
consisting of Van de
r Pol's equation (see Kumar
 and Sridhar (11]). 
This equation can exh
ibit limit cycle behav
ior and has the form: 
X + e(x2- l)i + ~x = 0 
(5.1) 
whel:'e e and µ are con
stant parameters. 
If we consider measure
ments on x only, the 
output equation is: 
y = C X 
(S.2) 
where: C = (1, OJ. 
Noise-free measuremen
ts of the output vecto
r, y(t.), i = 1,2, ••• ,N, 
. 
1 
were generated by in
tegrating (S.1) numerically
 with the following 
values: 
x(O) = 2.0 
.i(O) = 0.0 
e = 3 .6S 
µ = 1.l:7 
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Denoting i by v, we can define an augmented s
tate vector: 
X 
Z = V 
8 
µ 
and express (5.1) as: 
i V 
v 
2 
-s(x-1) - µx 
. = 
8 . 0 
. 0 µ 
(5.3) 
or:. 
i = f(z,t) • 
The time varying Jacobian matrix is now 
given by: 
0 1 0 0 
A B C D 
J 
az 0 0 0 0 = -= oz 
0 0 0 0 
(5.4) 
where: A= -2sxv - µ 
2 
B = -s(x - 1) 
2 C = -(x - l)v 
D = -x 
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The homogeneous solutions are define
d by equation (4.9) and are 
generated by solving the differentia
l equations: 
. 
;,11= 6'J.1 
611 ( 0) = 1 
;,1'J.= 6u , 
6u (0) = 0 
tiu= 6 'J.3 , 
013 ( 0) = 0 
;,14 = 6 'J.4 , 
614 (0) = 0 
r/J'J. 1= A611+ Bou 
6'1.1(0) = 0 (5.5) 
6u= A6u+ Bou 
6u (0) = 1 
6u= A6 13 + B6 23 + C 
6u (0) = 0 
. 
;,'J.4 = Ao 14 + B6u + D 6'1.4 
(0) = 0 
Similarly, the particular solutions 
are given by equation (4.10) and 
are found by solving the differentia
l equations: 
(5 .• 6) 
- Ce - Dµ 
Along with (5.3), this yields 14 or n x (n+r)
 differential equations 
to be integrated at each iteration. 
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If, for example, the minimum number of measurements (N = 4) 
sampled every .1 seconds are used: 
x(.1) = 1.99162 
x( ~2) = 1.97452 
X ( .3) = 1.95430 
x( .4) = 1.93277 
along with an initial guess: 
z(O) = [ 2, 0, 1, 1 ]T, 
and equations (5.3), (5.5), (5.6), and (4.13) are solved as outlined 
in chapter four, the procedure quickly converges in 5 iterations to: 
z{O) = [2.00; 0.00, 3.65, 1.17]T. 
This took 2.41 seconds of CPU time on a CDC CYBER 730 computer. 
All numerical integration was done by LSODE (MF=10) [12], an Adams-
Bashforth predictor corrector subroutine. 
If another initial guess was used for this problem, i.e., 
.o T 
z (0) = [ 2, 0, 1, 0 ] 
the procedure di
verged, implying
 a finite region
 of convergence.
 In 
order to obtai
n the size of 
the region in s-
µ space, severa
l runs 
were made varyi
ngs andµ, whil
e holding the in
itial conditions
 x(O) 
and x(O) constant
 at their exac
t values. The d
ata length {N) was 
also varied, so 
that its effect 
on the region o
f convergence 
could 
be determined. 
The results, d
efining the appr
oximate converg
ence 
regions, are giv
en by figure 5 .1
. Note that the
 be st results 
were 
obtained when t
he data length w
as varied accord
ing to the relat
ion: 
N=(n+r) x iteration
 number • It s
hould also be 
noted that usin
g 
expe.rimentally
 obtained meas
urements corr
upted with noise
 and/or 
lack of knowledg
e of the exact i
ntial condition
s may significa
ntly 
reduce these reg
ions. 
Since the sampli
ng interval of 
the flutter data
 was very large
 
compared to the
 response time 
(1 measurement every
 7 .18 cycles of 
the first torsio
n mode vibration
 for each blade
), it was desirabl
e 
to see what ef
fect increasing
 the sampling 
interval had on
 the 
convergence pro
perties of this 
example. The in
terval was incr
eased 
from .1 to .5 seco
nds and the follo
wing noise-free
 measurements w
ere 
obtained: 
x( .5) = 1.91051 
x{l.O) = 1.79124 
x(l.5) = 1.65630 
x(2.0) = 1.49747 
2.5 
These were used
 along with the
 previously suc
cessful initial
 guess: 
z(O) = [ 2, O, 1, 1 ]T
 , 
but this time 
the procedure 
diverged, sugg
esting that the
 size of 
the convergenc
e region is a
lso dependent 
upon the size
 of the 
sampling interv
al. 
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Figure S .1 -
Approximate c
overgence reg
ions in & - µ 
space 
using varying 
data lengths f
or chapter S 
example 
(plotted points i
ndicate succes
sful runs), 
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6. Results 
Although uncomplicated
, the previous example 
did share certain 
similarities with the f
lutter model and provid
ed valuable experience 
with quasilinearization
. With this in mind, t
he attempt will now be 
made to identify the fu
ll 38 blade system, con
sisting of equations 
(3.3) and (3.4). Initia
lly, the coupling term
 in (3.4) will be 
taken as a function of 
blade velocity only: 
f(x, i,A4) = A4i 
(6.1) 
yielding the new model 
equations: 
(6.2) 
" (Al+ A2° 2 ); A3 - A4(
" . ) 
c.+ c. c.
+ c. x.- x.
 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1-
(6.3) 
i = 1,2, ••• ,38 • Onc
e the parameters of (6.3
) are successfully 
identified, (6.1) can be var
ied and the form of co
upling yielding 
the best fit will be co
nsidered valid. The pa
rameters of (6.2) were 
supplied by NASA Le
wis along with the 
blade displacement 
measurements. 
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The quasilinearization pro
cedure was formulated as ou
t! ined in 
chapter four, and due to
 the large dimension of t
he homogeneous 
solution matrix, the res
ulting problem required i
ntegration of 
24,016 (n x (n+r)) non-linear 
ordinary differential equa
tions at 
every iteration. In order 
to avoid small number arith
metic during 
integration, the natural
 frequencies of each blade 
were divided by 
1000 • Correspondingly,
 the measurement interv
al had to be 
multiplied by 1000, re
sulting in a value of 
7.39 seconds. 
Integrating so many equa
tions over such a large t
ime interval 
dictated the use of a CDC C
YBER 205 supercomputer. As
 a first step, 
noiseless measurements wer
e generated from a simulati
on of (6.2) and 
(6.3) with the parameters: 
Al = -.001 x{O) =
 0.1 
l 
A2 = .01 i{O
) = 0.0 
l 
A3 = 40.0 c1o) = 0.0 
A4 = 10.0 c
(O) = 0.1 
1 
i=l,2, ••• ,38. The minim
um 156 measurements, alon
g with exact 
initial guesses of the par
ameters and ini~ial conditi
ons above, were 
used to verify the code. 
The result was successfu
l in that the 
procedure 'held' the ex
act initial guesses, but 
disappointing 
because this required ap
proximately 42 minutes o
f CPU time per 
iteration. Since the me
asurement interval of 7,3
9 seconds was 
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fixed, it was impossib
le to reduce the amou
nt of computation 
required, thereby ma
king quasilinearizat
ion identification 
impractical in this case
. Other methods used fo
r identification of 
nonlinear systems a
re at least as comp
uter intensive, so 
identification of the 38
 blade model was abando
ned at this point. 
It should be noted tha
t the amount of compu
tation required could 
have been greatly reduce
d had all of the initial
 states been known. 
If this were the case
, only the last r colum
ns of the homogeneous 
solution matrix (4.8), defi
ned by 608 = (n x r) diffe
rential 
equations, would be nee
ded to solve for the new
 parameters at every 
iteration. Hence, 23,10
4 differential equation
s had to be solved 
due ·to lack of knowledge
 of the initial conditio
ns. 
In order to determine ho
w useful the method wou
ld be if enough 
computing power had be
en available, it was d
ecided to attempt to 
identify a system con
sisting of just one blade an
d one wake-
oscillator equation: 
M i + B i + K x = c 
(6.4) 
.. { .2 , A3 A , C + Al + A2c ) C + C = 4 X 
(6.5) 
Since these equations al
one are capable of simu
lating limit cycles, 
and the data represents
 blades undergoing this 
type of oscillation, 
it was reasona·ble to ass
ume that some sort of 
best fit parameters 
could be obtained. T
his was done utilizing d
ata from blade number 
JO 
17 having a natural fr
equency of 981 Hz in t
he first torsion mo
de, 
given in table 6-1. 
Experience with the ex
ample of chapter five 
suggests that large 
measurement intervals 
require good initial g
uesses, so random sear
ch 
optimization as outlin
ed by Luus and Jaakol
a [13] was employed to 
obtain a reasonable 
initial guess. lnis s
imple procedure utiliz
es 
random numbers over a 
predefined region of t
he unknown variables 
to 
minimize the given c
ost function. In our
 case, it was desired 
to 
minimize the sum of th
e squared error: 
(6.6) 
where y(t.) are the ac
tual measurements 
and y(t.) are the 
1 
1 
measurements calcula
ted by integrating t
he model equations w
ith 
randomly generated unk
nown parameters. In
itially, this was do
ne 
using 150 different se
ts of randomly generat
ed unknown parameters 
in 
the region: 
-.01 <Al< 0.0 
0 .0 < A2 < 0.1 
30.0 < A3 < 40.0 
0.0 < A4 < 10.0 
.31 
-1.0 < i(O) < 1.0 
-1.0 < c(O) < 1.0 
-1.0 < c(O) < 1.0 
with N = 8, wh
ich corresponds 
to the minimum 
number of measu
rements 
needed to apply
 quasilineariz
ation to this 
system. It sh
ould be 
noted that the 
initial conditio
n x(O} is known, as
 it was assumed
 to 
be the first me
asurement. The 
set of paramete
rs that generat
ed the 
smallest error
 (P} was then use
d to define a 
new reduced reg
ion. 
This was repe
ated until th
e reduction i
n the error b
ecame 
negligible. Th
e initial regio
n defined above
 is necessarily
 limited 
by the large am
ount of compute
r time required 
to integrate eq
uations 
(6.4) and (6.5) to
 time tN= 8 x 7
.39 seconds, the
refore there is
 no 
guarantee that 
the parameters
 found actuall
y represent a 
global 
minimum. The 
minimum square
d error was fou
nd to be P = .0
02611 , 
corresponding t
o: 
Al = -.0078 
A2 = .1147 
A3 = 36.55 
A4 = 1.665 
i(O) = .1362 
C (0) = .4860 
c(O) = -.0981 
A comparison o
f the actual m
easurements an
d those calcula
ted 
using the above
 parameters sti
ll showed large 
discrepancies, 
dooming 
quasilinearizat
ion to failure.
 As a way arou
nd this, a mod
ification 
proposed by D
onnelly and Quon 
[14] was employe
d, wherein th
e 
calculated dat
a is gradually
 perturbed tow
ard the actual 
via the 
relation: 
(6.7) 
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where O < R i 1.0 • Qua
silinearization is now pe
rformed using the 
perturbed data y(t.) a
nd if R is suffici
ently small, conver
gence 
p 1 
will be assured. H
opefully, this techn
ique can then be rep
eated to 
approach the origi
nal problem in a f
inite number of step
s. Table 
6-2 shows the result
ing calculated and 
perturbed data for 
R = .OS 
and the parameters
 given above. Ob
serving that the d
ifference 
between the perturbe
d and calculated da
ta is reasonably sm
all, one 
would think that the
 procedure would now
 converge to some ne
w values 
(fairly close to the old
 ones), but instead it 
failed. If R were
 
reduced further, 
convergence to som
e new values was o
btained. 
However, the corresp
onding difference b
etween the new and o
ld values 
was less than the 
numerical noise g
enerated in the calc
ulations, 
thus there was no as
surance that they w
ere moving closer to
 the true 
optimum. 
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Time(sec) Displacement(rad) 
-.00151 
o.o 
,03943 
,0739 
,01895 
,0148 
-,00151 
,0222 
-.02199 
.0296 
-.04247 
,0369 
,03943 
,0443 
-.00151 
.0517 
.01895 
,0591 
Table 6-1, Data for blade number 17 (f = 981 Hz). n 
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" 
Yp(t 1) 
ti y(ti) 
y(ti) 
o.o -.00151 -.00151 
-,00151 
7.39 .03943 
.03538 .03558 
14. 78 .01895 
.02592 .02557 
22.17 -.00151 
-.01416 -.01353 
29.56 -.02199 
-.02844 -.02812 
36.95 -.04247 
-.01109 -.01266 
44.34 .03943 
.00551 .00721 
51.73 -.00151 
.00834 .00785 
59.12 .01895 
.00836 .00889 
Table 6-2, Perturbed data yp(ti) generated from equation 6.7 
with R=.05 and parameters found on page 32. 
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7. The Relation
ship Between Sen
sitivity and Quasilin
earization 
The disappointing
 results for the 
single blade syste
m presented 
in the last cha
pter led to que
stions of why ha
d the procedure
 
failed. Was the
 sampling interva
l simply too larg
e, and if so, why
 
does this reduce 
the region of co
nvergence? Was 
the given model 
incapable of re
producing the d
ata? While perf
orming the random
 
search optimizati
on procedure it w
as observed that 
the cost function
 
(P) changed drastic
ally when only s
mall changes were
 being made in 
the parameters. 
Table 7-1 gives
 several values
 of P along wit
h 
the correspondin
g parameters for 
the one blade, on
e wake-oscillato
r 
system. Note th
at a change in P 
of an order of m
agnitude could b
e 
caused by only 
slight changes i
n the parameters
. If one envisio
ns 
the cost as a su
rface in an r-dim
ensional paramete
r space, certainl
y 
in this case t
hat surface is
 not well behav
ed. It was then
 
hypothesized tha
t methods that it
eratively search
 for a minimum 
on 
this surface, suc
h as quasilinear
ization, may req
uire a 'smooth' o
ne 
to find it. 
Sensitivity is 
the term used to 
describe the mag
nitude of the 
change in cost o
r state variables
 for a given para
meter change. I
f 
we have the prev
iously described 
nonlinear system:
 
i = f(x k,t) 
(7.1) 
J6 
we can defin
e an (n x r)-di
mensional matr
ix of first o
rder 
sensitivity fu
nctions: 
ax 
s = ik 
We can solve 
for S by diff
erentiating (7.1
) with respect 
to k 
yielding: 
• af af S=-S+-ax at 
(7.2) 
with the init
ial condition: 
S(O) = 0 , since p
arameter chang
es have 
no effect on t
he initial sta
tes. For a g
iven nominal 
trajectory 
x(t) due to a no
minal paramete
r vector k , w
e can now 
compute the 
n 
n 
variation in x
: 
ox = x~t) - .x(t) 
due to a varia
tion in the pa
rameters: 
from the equat
ion: 
6k = k - k n 
6x = S6k + high
er terms. 
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(7,3) 
In a recent paper, Kalogerak
is and Luus [10] show that the ma
trix S 
is identical to the last r
 columns of the previousl
y discussed 
homogeneous solution matrix 
i, therefore sensitivity mu
st play an 
important role in quasilin
earization since the new pa
rameters are 
calculated using elements of
 Sat every iteration. 
In order to see how the 
sensitivity (S) related to the 
convergence properties of th
e algorithm, the elements::
 and:: were 
plotted versus time for the 
example problem of chapter fi
ve, Figure 
7,1 shows that xis more sen
sitive to changes inµ than 
s about the 
nominal trajectory. This may e
xplain the narrowing of 
the 
convergence region near th
eµ axis in figure 5.1 
When the 
sampling interval was in
creased from .1 to .5 se
conds, the 
convergence region was again
 reduced, because the sensit
ivity grows 
with time. Clearly, there s
eems to be a direct relations
hip between 
the behavior of the first 
order sensitivity functio
ns of the 
measured variables a
nd the region of conve
rgence of 
quasilinearization. 
The previous conclusion is
 supported if one realizes th
at the 
various modifications used t
o improve the convergence p
roperties of 
the algorithm usually decr
ease the sensitivity of the 
given system 
in some fashion. For exa
mple, using a shorter da
ta length 
effectively reduces the ti
me interval over which th
e problem is 
being solved, thereby reduc
ing the sensitivity which 
grows with 
JB 
time. Other m
odifications, s
uch as data pe
rturbation, limi
t the 
changes 6x or 
6k thereby bala
ncing the effe
ct of a large 
S in 
equation {7 .3). T
he preceding a
rguments can al
so be made from
 a 
linearization 
standpoint. Qua
silinearization i
s derived by 
linearizing t
he state equ
ations about s
ome trajectory. I
t 
iteratively mov
es closer to the
 true nonlinear 
solution only i
f the 
linearized one
 closely appro
ximates it. T
he validity of t
his is 
highly dependen
t on the size of
 the time interv
al over which th
is is 
done. Intuitiv
ely, the more 
sensitive a giv
en trajectory is to 
parameter chan
ges, the short
er the time i
nterval over 
which 
linearization is
 valid will be. 
It was now desir
able to see if 
the failure to i
dentify the one
 
blade, one wa
ke-oscillator s
ystem was relate
d to its sensit
ivity. 
The sensitivity
 functions of e
quations (6.4) and 
(6,5) corresponding 
to x were plotte
d over the data 
length used. Fig
ure 7 .2 shows a
ll of 
them exhibiting 
oscillatory beh
avior, and in fa
ct one can def
ine a 
sensitivity en
velope as the 
modulus of these
 functions [15]. T
he 
maximum sensiti
vity occurs whe
n the derivativ
e of the envel
ope is 
zero. In all 
cases, these f
unctions have g
rown to be quite
 large 
during the time 
interval over w
hich the data w
as taken. How
ever, 
note that xis 
significantly le
ss sensitive to 
changes in A3 th
an to 
changes in A2 o
ver the time int
erval examined. 
Hypothetically
, if 
A3 and A2 were
 the only para
meters to be ide
ntified, one mig
ht as 
well assume A3 
constant and ide
ntify .AJ. only, s
ince A3 does not
 have 
much effect on
 the response. 
The convergenc
e region of the
 one 
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blade system
 was then c
onfirmed to
 be very sm
al 1 by re-r
unning the
 
problem wit
h exact me
asuremen
ts and inexa
ct initial 
guesses. D
ue to 
the coupled
 nature of 
the equati
ons, the s
ensitivity
 of x to th
e 
parameter
s could b
e reduced
 by simply
 reducing 
the coupli
ng 
parameter A
4. Expecte
dly, when t
his was don
e the conve
rgence regi
on 
increased, 
again leadi
ng to spec
ulation tha
t sensitivi
ty played a
n 
important r
ole in the 
result. T
hese experi
ments are 
summarized
 in 
table 7-2. 
In the idea
l case, the
 system ide
ntifier wo
uld have co
mplete 
control of
 how the me
asureme
nts of a giv
en system a
re obtained
. If 
this were t
rue in this
 instance, 
one wou
ld have pre
ferred a sam
pling 
rate of at 
least lOOE. 
The initial
 blade velo
cities v{O) co
uld have 
then been a
pproximated
 graphicall
y, and ther
e would ha
ve been mo
re 
control of
 how sensi
tive the m
odel was to
 parameter 
perturbatio
ns. 
Therefore, 
in order to
 determine
 if a high
er samplin
g rate wo
uld 
have insu
red succ
ess, it w
as increas
ed by 100
, yielding
 
approximate
ly 14 measu
rements per
 blade cycl
e. Exact 
measure
ments 
of the on
e blade s
ystem wer
e generat
ed as bef
ore, and 
its 
sensitivity
 functions 
were plotte
d in figure
 7.3 • Sin
ce the tim
e 
interval o
ver which w
e gain the 
necessar
y eight me
asuremen
ts is now 
much shorte
r, the syste
m is much 
less sensi
tive. The
refore, on
e 
would exp
ect the c
onvergenc
e region 
to be reas
onably lar
ge. 
However, 
now the pr
ocedure fa
iled to ho
ld even ex
act initi
al 
guesses. 
The sensit
ivity had t
o be increa
sed by eith
er increasi
ng 
the samplin
g interval,
 weighting 
the measure
ments, or 
increasing 
the 
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coupling parame
ter in order to m
ake the algorithm
 identify even 
exact guesses. 
Thus, there appe
ars to be a limi
t to which the 
sensitivity can 
be decreased and
 still have quas
ilinearization 
converge. This
 is not surpris
ing if one rec
alls that the 
homogeneous so
lution matrix i 
is partially co
mposed of the 
sensitivity matr
ix S. If the sy
stem is very ins
ensitive, the 
elements of S ma
y be several ord
ers of magnitude s
maller than the 
other elements of
 i, leading to an 
ill-conditioned i 
matrix. Since 
i must be invert
ed at every itera
tion, the ill-cond
itioning causes 
-1 
numerical instabi
lities. This was 
confirmed by comp
uting i i for 
different values
 of S and noting
 that the magnitu
des of the off-
diagonal element
s were considera
bly larger for 
the extremely 
insensitive case
s. Similar result
s were reported by
 Detchmendy and 
Sridhar [16] for a sy
stem consisting o
f two second orde
r equations 
when only one of
 the states was 
measured. So eve
n with a higher 
sampling rate, id
entification of th
e unknown parame
ters would have 
been difficult, 
because measuremen
ts of the states o
f the equations 
containing them 
were not availab
le. This makes 
the system so 
insensitive that
 the resulting n
umerical instabi
lities may have 
prevented converge
nce, even with a m
ore reasonable sam
pling rate. 
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p 
.014463 
.005484 
.012614 
.004353 
Al. 
-.00589 
-.00545 
-.00725 
-.00641 
A2 
.11013 
.11890 
.1191 
.1114 
A3 
35.77 
37.29 
35.24 
35.92 
A4 
1.91 
2.15 
1.59 
2.10 
Table 7-1, The sensitivity of P to para,,eter changes for th• 
one blade system. 
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Sampling Exact Initial 
Maximum 
Interval Value 
Guess Sensitivity 
Iterations 
ax/aAl=,11 
ax/aA2=,60 
7,39 A4=1.665 A4=1. 70 
ax/aA3=,023 5 
ax/aM=,082 
ax/aAl=,11 
ax/aA2=,60 
7,39 A4=1.665 A4=2.00 
ax/aA3=,023 Failed 
ax/aM=,083 
ax/aAl=,000021 
ax/aA2=,000075 
.0739 A4=1,665 
A4=1.665 ax/ aA3=. 000013 
Failed 
ax/aM=.000020 
ax/aAl=,022 
ax/aA2=,077 
.0739 A4=1665.0 
A4=1800,0 ax/aA3=,014 
7 
ax/aA4=,021 
Table 7-2, Results of experiments relating sensitivity to the 
convergence region of A4 for the one blade system 
{ N=S, x(0)=-,00151, i(0)=.1362, c(0)=.486, 
cco>=-.0981, A1=-.001s, A2=.147, A3=36.ss>. 
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Figure 7.'1 - Sensitivity of x to parameters e andµ for 
ch1Lpter 5 example. 
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Figure 7.1 - Sensitivity of x to parameters a andµ for 
chapter S example. 
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Figure 7.2a - Sensiti
vity of x to paramete
r Al for the 
one blade system (samp. in
t.= 1.39 sec.). 
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Figure 7.2b - Sensitivity of x to parameter A2 for the
 
one blade system (samp. int, = 7.39 sec.), 
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Figure 7.2c - Sens
itivity of x to para
meter A3 for the 
one blade system 
(samp. int, = 7 .39 sec
.). 
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Figure 7,2d - Sensitivty of x to parameter A4 for the 
one blade system (samp. int.= 7,39 sec.), 
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Figure 7,3 - Sensitivity of x to parameters Al, A2, A3, 
and A4 for the one blade system (samp. int. = 
.0739 sec,). 
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.60 
8. Summary and C
onclusions 
Al though a ver
y powerful and 
adaptable nonlin
ear system 
identification te
chnique was emp
loyed, no suita
ble best fit 
parameters of th
e flutter model c
ould be obtained. 
This was due to 
the prohibitively 
large amount of c
omputation requ
ired, caused by 
the extremely low 
sampling rate and 
lack of knowledge 
of the initial 
states of the mod
el equations. Wh
en a scaled down 
version of the 
original model w
as substituted, ag
ain no parameters 
could be found. 
This was mainly du
e to the fact tha
t the identifica
tion algorithm 
required 1 ineari
zation of the giv
en nonlinear mode
l, and this will 
only be valid ove
r a finite time in
terval. This tim
e interval was 
forced to be unac
ceptably large by 
the low sampling 
rate. Also, the 
unknown parameter
s were contained 
in equations whos
e states were not
 
measured, thereby
 hampering their 
identification. 
However, a great 
deal of insight i
nto what controls
 the success 
or failure of 
the identifica
tion algorithm
 was gained. 
Specifically, it 
was observed that
 the sensitivity 
of a given system
 
to parameter cha
nges relates dir
ectly to the leng
th of time over 
which lineariza
tion is valid, 
and hence to th
e convergence 
properties of th
e algorithm. I
f the problem wa
s very sensitive, 
the corresponding
 region of conver
gence of the alg
orithm was very
 
small. If the s
ystem was too ins
ensitive, numeric
al instabilities 
were introduced 
that prevented c
onvergence. Ad
mittedly, these 
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relationships are problem dependen
t, thus no general ideal 
sensitivity can be specified. This is 
not too important if one 
realizes that the sensitivity of a non
linear system can be readily 
manipulated by: 
(1) varying the sampling rate, 
(2) weighting the measurements, 
(3) measuring more states, 
(4) and by not identifying insensitive parameters 
in order to 
obtain better conditioning of the i matri
x. 
Ideally, simulations of the first order 
sensitivity functions 
of a given model should be generated b
efore obtaining measurements 
from the system. Experiments to obtain t
he measurements could then 
be designed taking sensitivity into ac
count, greatly enhancing the 
chances of success for quasilinearizatio
n identification. At any 
rate, the relationship between nonlin
ear system sensitivity and 
identifiability merits further investigat
ion. 
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